F.A.Q.’s
Q: How many people can the machine process per hour?
A: Approximately 900 per hour under normal security conditions.

Q: What kinds of things does it detect?
A: The ViewScan detects ferromagnetic objects. Metals that are iron based. We are not as
concerned about precious metals like gold, silver or metals of that type because it allows us to
focus more on materials that guns, knives and other dangerous weapons are made from.
Because of the circuitry and battery, we can detect cell phones and most other electronical
devices. It can detect items as little as a small paperclip.

Q. What electronic devices are not detected?
A: Unless the device is entirely non-ferrous, it would detect the circuitry, battery etc.

Q: Does the ViewScan need to be calibrated?
A: Never. Because of the technology that we are using for detection, it allows our sensors to
continually zero themselves automatically.

Q: What is the most common thing to fail on the ViewScan?
A: ViewScan should be classified into the category of a computer device connected to the
network. So your common trouble shooting of network devices would apply. Such as lost
connectivity to the camera or workstation. Also, because there are no moving parts, being very
low voltage and using a technology that adapts and zeros its environment, it is a very stable
Walk Through Scanner.

Q: Is there any routine maintenance that should be performed on a regular basis?
A: As long as there is no physical damage to the machine, just keeping the machine, computer
and connections dust free is all you need to do.

Q. What cameras are supported with the ViewScan Unit
A: Currently the ViewScan uses a Power over Ethernet Axis camera for its digital imaging. In the
future we plan on adding other network cameras.

Q. Can it be used at temporary events?
A: Absolutely. Because of the machines light weight, 15-minute setup and take down time and
its ability to process around 900 people an hour, it makes it the perfect option for temporary
use.

Q. What kind of training is required to install and operate the ViewScan system?
A: Because of the portability of the ViewScan, it is designed to be easily set up or installed. As
far as operating the system, the software and what you see on the computer screen make it
very easy to understand and interpret what you are looking at as people walk through. End User
Setup and Operation Training is easy and basic.

Q. Are there rental or leasing programs available?
A: Yes. There is a rental program available. Please call us for details.

Q. What integrations are supported?
A: Currently there are several access control, facial recognition, visitor management and
turnstiles on the development road.

Q. Is your software web based?
A. Not currently but is on the roadmap.

Q. How many ViewScans can be supported per server?
A: Each ViewScan needs to have its own computer or tablet. The problem with having multiple
ViewScans operating on the same computer is when people walk through at the exact same
time. It would make it very difficult to know which reading is for which person and would cause
confusion and would hinder traffic flow. An unlimited number of workstations can be
connected to each ViewScan system.

Q. Can the ViewScan be setup to work in only one direction?
A: No. It works in both directions because of the Infrared Sensor that needs to be tripped in
order to activate the machine for each scan. We look at and discuss direction and traffic flow
with each client based on where the machine will be installed or used.

Q. When is it recommended to have a vestibule in place when using the ViewScan system?
A: There really isn't a specific instance when a vestibule, man trap or other custom installation
is needed other than creating the most secure entry point possible based on the clients' needs
and wants. If those things are required or wanted, we can then make recommendations on how
to build and install it.
Q. Can I interface to my x-ray system as a secondary scanning system?
A: ViewScan and X-Ray machine haven't been technically interfaced. However, they have been
used in conjunction with each other in a variety of different atmospheres. Having the ability to
scan someone for threat items as well as screen their belongings utilizing x-ray is a very good
security protocol to have for entry point security.

Q. Can I interface to a turnstile system? If yes how does this work?
A: We have the ability to interface and are currently working on and testing the incorporation.
Basically, having a clean reading from the ViewScan would allow access through the turnstile
either automatically or by an access control system. If the ViewScan alarms, the turnstile would
be restricted from opening until a clean scan is obtained or the person is cleared by security.

Q. What are my reporting and archive capabilities?
A: ViewScan has the ability to archive all of the data, graphical readings and pictures of every
person that walks through. All of that information is easily obtained through the software.
There is also a full report generator built in as well. It breaks down the scans by the hour and
tells you how many people walked through and how many clean/dirty scans there were. It
totals all of those numbers for the day at the end of the report.

Q. Can the system be used outdoors?
A: Yes. However, since the machine is not waterproof or airtight, it needs to be placed under
some sort of cover and not in direct contact with rain, snow or water.

Q. Does the system support Active Directory?
A: Not currently but is on the roadmap.

Q. Do I have to buy the complete bundle from IPVideo?
A: No. We offer various packages to address your needs.

Q. What is involved in configuring the software and what is customizable?
A: Software installation and normal configuration for operation are completed before
installation or delivery. Some features are customizable for the end user such as password
protection for settings, threshold adjustment, video panel display, report generation etc.

Competitive Landscape
The two largest competitors of the myriad of “me to” metal detectors by sales volume are
companies called Garrett and CEIA. They are the leaders in sales when it comes to Walk Through Metal
Detectors. Their products mainly consist of active EMF (Electromagnetic Frequency) devices. They
generate their own oscillating electromagnetic field, emit a small amount of radiation, are speed
dependent and consequently have a much lower throughput, need to be calibrated almost daily and are
not necessarily safe for every person to walk through.
Some of the devices have imaging and location of the potential contraband at some level. First,
their targeting is generally not accurate. Second, by the time you add in the variety of accessories and
features that you need to have accurate imaging the price point becomes equal or more to the
ViewScan system.

Explanation of Categories
Price: refers to the manufacturer suggested retail price in dollars of the basic unit. Volume
discounts are available for many products.
Technology: the detector technology used:
•
•
•
•

PID = Pulse Induction Detector
CWD = Continuous Wave Detector
AMW = Active Millimeter Wave
PASS = Passive

Outdoor: whether the unit may operate outdoors either as is, under cover or with a weatherproof option.
Portable: whether the device can be easily transported from place to place. Some manufacturers offer an
optional wheel kit to facilitate transport.
Stowable: whether the device can fold or break down into small enough components to fit into a car
trunk. Suitable for applications that require very portable devices.
Assembly: the time in minutes to set up the detector.
Contin. active: whether the unit is continuously ready for detection. This contrasts with a sensoractivated detector, which may contain an infrared or optoelectronic device that deactivates detection
circuitry until a person passes through the infrared beam.
Det. zones: the number of individual detection areas in the detection space.

Scan counter: whether the WTMD has a device or means of counting the number of people passing
through the portal.
Throughput: the rate, in people per minute, at which a WTMD can process people. It includes the
screening time for an individual and the readiness to screen the next person.
Sens. levels: the number of sensitivity levels that can be set on the detector with the goal of optimizing
detection while minimizing false alarms.
Item location: the capability to visually indicate the approximate location of the metal target(s) or
weapon(s) on the person passing through the portal. For example, a unit may have a light bar along the
portal side that would illuminate toward the bottom if sensing metal at the person's ankle level.
Rem. Programming: the ability to set or change parameters on the WTMD using a computer or device
not physically located on the unit. In many cases, this requires purchase of a command module or other
additional equipment.
Rem. Monitoring: the ability to monitor alarms, operation, or results from a location physically separated
from the unit. In many cases, this option requires purchase of additional equipment.
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*** While the ViewScan and Passive Portal are very similar in looks, features and basic operation, one thing to keep in mind is
there are around 500 ViewScans in the field, have been tried utilized for well over a decade and it has been proven under a
multitude of different locations and conditions while the Passive Portal, which uses different sensing mechanism than the
ViewScan has yet to be released for production and doesn’t seem to have a stated MSRP. I also see that the Tablet, Camera
Function and Hand Wand are optional equipment, those items are included with the ViewScan.

Basic Discovery Questions
1. Do you currently use a Walk-Through Detector? If so,
a. For how long?
b. Who is the manufacturer?
c. Any concerns with the Walk-Through Detector currently in use?
2. How many facilities are you looking to secure?
a. Are you going to want to monitor ViewScans from a central location?
b. Is there a requirement to view people going through the scanner from a remote area in
the facility?
3. Per facility, how many entrances are they looking to secure?
4. What specific security concerns are you looking to solve?
5. What kind of a facility will the detector be installed in?
6. Will they require or want the detector to be mobile or portable?
7. Will they require or want integration into:
a. Access control system: which one ______________________________
b. Video management system: which one ___________________________
c. Biometric system: which one___________________________
8. Approximately how many people enter the facility daily?
9. Where in the facility will the detector be installed?
a. Lobby,
b. Vestibule
c. Man Trap
d. Covertly?
10. Are there particular items you are most concerned about detecting?
11. What is your current time table for installing a system and what is the current budget for such?

Value Proposition—Why ViewScan?
Unlike other Walk Through Metal Detection Systems the ViewScan:

•
•

Is a Completely Passive System and is safe for every person to pass through.
Does not require daily calibration significantly increasing accuracy and reducing Total Cost of
Ownership.

•

Can accommodate three times the number of people per hour making it ideal for those
high-volume situations without breaking the budget.

•

Comes with a Windows based software application that visually shows the user exactly
where threat items are and records the digital image of everyone that passes through.
Creating timely review of potential criminal activity.
Given the design, it is truly a portable and durable system. It can be setup and dismantled in
about 15 minutes.
It’s a comprehensive system that does not require costly add-ons to achieve desired
functionality.

•
•

Target Markets & Who to Call On
Should try to list use cases for each target market.
1. Dept. Of Corrections
a. Wardens and Commissioners
2. Law Enforcement Agency state and federal
a. Can we get specific
3. Pre-K, K-12, Higher Ed (Sweet Spot)
a. Directors of Security, Facilities, IT
4. Healthcare, Hospitals, Pharmaceutical companies.
a. Director of Security, Facilities, Risk Management
5. Sports Teams, Sporting Events and Venues (Sweet Spot)
a. Directors of Security, Facilities, Event Management
6. Political gatherings or Venues (Sweet Spot)
7. Concert Events (Sweet Spot)
a. Directors of Security, Facilities Event Management
8. Banks, Credit Unions, Depositories etc.
a. Directors of Security, Facilities, Risk Management
9. Commercial Office Buildings
a. Directors of Security, Facilities.

Testimonials/Happy Customers
Detroit Public Schools:
“The metal detectors at DSA are part of an ongoing safety and security plan to improve the safety of
our students, including multi-agency partnerships, equipment upgrades, new cameras and metal
detectors, more citizen patrol groups and a new police command center to ensure 21st century
policing tactics,” DPS spokesperson Jennifer Mrozowski responded.
“As part of that, overall implementation began in July 2011 for ViewScan Weapons Detection
System, an updated state of the art metal detector, which allows officers to process entries faster
and is less intrusive of the person when metal is detected.”

The Boulder County Sheriff’s Office has been a client of View Systems, Inc for the
past 5 years. In 2007 we purchased the newest generation of the ViewScan III
Concealed Weapons Detections System. Previously, we operated with the ViewScan
II. As the Boulder County Justice Center, Court Security Supervisor, I have found that
the SecureScan has been a great tool in our screening process. The system provides
our staff numerous advantages in our screening and assessment process over our previous older style
walk through magnetometers.
Its updated computer technology and digital camera capability has been very beneficial. It is light and
mobile during moves to different locations. The laptop computer and its software are user friendly
making it easy to turn on and off daily. The technology is able to discriminate metals such as coins and
jewelry and more importantly, where items such as contraband or weapons are located. It also logs the
number of scans, alarms, and digital pictures of those scanned and archives the data in its memory. This
has been very helpful to me in keeping track of the number of people who frequent our building and
assisting us on where and when our staffing levels should be based on volume. The picture and graph
depicts where a possible threat may be on the persons body, giving security staff an area to quickly
investigate when needed. A digital photo of each person scanned is taken and archived in its memory
for record. In summary, it provides advanced technology for the screening and evaluating of possible
threats, thus enhancing security with in our buildings. ViewScans customer service has also been
readily available to us when issues and questions have occurred. We have been pleased with their
product and customer service.
Eugene A. Martinez
Sergeant, Boulder County Sheriff’s Office
Boulder, Colorado
(303) 441 – 3650

The use of View Systems’ advanced magnetics technology provided our security staff a
tool to identify and accurately pinpoint possible concealed weapons. In addition, the
system’s capability of recording its findings allowing for the documentation of events is
a security bonus. The user-friendly ease of monitoring the foot traffic entering our
facility contributes to the heightened sense of security for our staff and clients. The staff operating the
system report it is a welcome upgrade to our previous unit.
Francesca Jones
Chief, Management Services Bureau
County of Los Angeles Probation Department, California

I would like to thank View Systems for providing us with a system that I believe will
successfully meet our needs well into the 21st century. We have been very happy with
the performance of the three ViewScan units since their purchase and installation. We
have received many positive comments from courthouse employees as well as from
members of the public conducting business within the courthouse. Some are fascinated
with the new technology and some are happy with the throughput speed. My personnel are finding the
specific information presented on the laptop computer to be helpful in expediting the screening
process. The ViewScan lends to the phrase, “Work smart, not hard.” I am confident that Sheriff Brown’s
purchase of three ViewScans for the DeKalb County Courthouse has been a good investment in the
security of the complex and its occupants. I look forward to future software upgrades as technology
continues to evolve. Thank you again for your product and service.
Lt. Robert L. Moore
Assistant Court Division Commander, DeKalb County Sheriff’s Office
Decatur, Georgia

I am currently using the ViewScan system in the Effingham County Jail and in our
Courthouse. I am incredibly pleased with its capabilities. Our deputies like the reliability
and ease of use. I like the fact that the system takes a snapshot photograph of each
person that walks through the portal and saves it in case we need to go back and look
at it later. It is my pleasure to recommend the ViewScan Concealed Weapons Detector
and the View Systems team to any other law enforcement professionals looking to add to the security
of their facilities.
Sheriff Jimmy McDuffie
Effingham County Sheriff’s Office
Springfield, Georgia
I would like to take this time to thank View Systems for providing us with the latest and
greatest technology. The ViewScan provides our district with the most advanced
security system on the market to date. As Chief of Police, I like the non-contact imaging
capabilities that reduce the need for wanding and searches, while ignoring common
items like coins, watches and jewelry. I also like the video archiving capabilities that
your system has, as well as its portability. No other system on the market today can do what your
system can do. I personally would recommend this system to any school district that wants a safer
environment. As you know, a safer environment can lead to a better learning environment. Thank you
for coordinating the Inglewood Unified School District’s purchase of this new technology.
Chief Kevin C. Scroggins
Director of Safety, Security & Emergency Planning
Inglewood Unified School District, California

As Sheriff of Ohio County, Wheeling, West Virginia, and former Special Agent with the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, I am well aware of the importance of security. After
appropriate investigation, our County Commission purchased the ViewScan Weapons
Detection System. The system provides a safe haven for our City/County Building, our
Circuit Court and our Family Law Master Court. The system has proven to be a
formidable weapon against those who would, for whatever reason, bring their own weapon into our
public safety environment. In our first day of operation in July of 2002, our security staff confiscated
over 90 knives at the entrance to our facility. The digital photographic capability also allows us to
archive photographs of those who enter our access areas. I would conclude that I am extremely pleased
with the capabilities of this technology.
Sheriff Thomas F. Burgoyne
Ohio County Sheriff’s Office
Wheeling, West Virginia

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for introducing the Port of Los
Angeles to the ViewScan Concealed Weapons Detector. We are very impressed with the
sensing technology that spatially identifies threat items coupled with the ability for the
system to pinpoint its location upon a person. View Systems has developed a
remarkable piece of next generation security technology that is safe to use by eliminating
electromagnetic radiation exposure to users, operators, and, above all, the general public. I am very
happy to assist you with introducing this system to others within the port and shipping industry, as well
as any other security and law enforcement professionals that express such an interest. Thanks once
again for helping us improve our system.
Noel K. Cunningham
Director of Operations and Emergency Management
Martin A. Renteria
Administrative Captain, LA Port Police
California

Introductory Email Blast Content
The ViewScan state of the art Weapons Detection System. Cutting Edge, Safe for Everyone,
Faster Throughput and Ultra-Light Weight. The ViewScan is packed with feature surprisingly
affordable cost. Please see the brochure below

PowerPoint Slides

Secure Checkpoint utilizing the ViewScan at the 2008 Clinton Global Initiative in NY

Secure Checkpoint utilizing the ViewScan at the Bank of America Annual Shareholders Meeting in NC

Clean Scan

Multiple Threat Items

